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1. Introduction

Even before the global pandemic, leaders and their organizations faced unchartered waters, global uncertainty
and fragility is a way of life. Our planet is being exploited – the technical mastery we have achieved over the
decades is in danger of overrunning human thinking, as we lose more and more of being in touch with our inner
wisdom. This is a time to trust in our sense of what it means to be alive and to honour our awareness of how we
think and feel, before we run out of choices.
The state of consciousness in leaders correlating to the quality of life has been recognized for a long time, the
barrier is not just to know about individual awareness but to take a systems view of how to develop collectively.
The origins of wisdom go back to even before the ancient Greeks and the story of the Argonauts. Using the
basis for how we develop consciousness, taken from adult development theory, our assessment has shown that
a good awareness of self, enables you to develop better empathy for others and act more responsibly. What
emerged from our work and research became to the core values of The Argonauts – awareness, responsibility
and empathy.
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2. What are conscious states of leadership?

The field of adult development focuses on the predictable patterns of transformation in the way leaders think
and act. The state of a leader is about what is happening to the individual consciousness. The way we make
sense of our current situation is the outward process of moving through youthful ego towards maturity, gaining
wisdom and creating sustainable impactful experiences. In the Argonauts waves of conversation are
experienced over time with self (wave 1), with others (wave 2) within the system ( wave 3) within an integrated
journey ( wave 4). A change typically takes several years. Knowledge is gained with acquiring more skills,
whereas wisdom and awareness are cumulative experiences and come with maturity, they cannot be forced or
rushed.

Imagine this line on the horizon. Are we below the line in living for ourselves and reacting or above the line
creating a collective change?
Conscious leadership expands the way we make meaning of how we are showing up in the world – in terms of
managing complex thinking, seeing the system as a whole concept, finding sense in what we do and gaining a
conscious perspective on the way we live either above or below the line. These patterns of meaning-making are
often predictable and measurable. A new state develops with a transformation of consciousness to a whole new
way of thinking and acting. This development is never random but fluid and is actively guided by The Argonauts'
experience of gaining conversational fluency.
Knowing where we are on the spectrum between knowledge and wisdom underpins our ability to transform
ourselves, set direction, empower people, ensure well-being, and guide activity to achieve lasting high-impact.
Working through The Argonauts' experience of 4 waves in Trust Circles evokes the context and environment for
moving states. It is effectively the drive of transformational leadership.
Leadership wisdom as an Argonaut is reached by an ever-expanding view of the world and developmental
experiences over six idealised states. The development of the individual leader to integrative collective
leadership.
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3. The Argonauts' model

Over the past three years, The Argonauts developed a model which starts with our inner view of ourselves and
expands to our outer mastery through 4 waves. Our game-changer is replacing transactional thinking with a
transformational conscious leadership meaning-making mindset.
We offer the states of consciousness assessment within the model as a form of a compass on the Navigator
Journey. The conscious states of leadership profile (CSLP) is a self-assessment based on our conscious leadership
model across 6 states. This report is unique for you.
Generated from multiple permutations of statements, this profile is unique. It reports statements which your
conscious leader responses indicate may apply to you. The Argonauts journey has been designed around these
states. The idea is that leaders can transform their organisations by experiencing new ways of thinking, seeing,
doing and being by going through the four waves of The Argonauts journey. Each Trust Circle cycle has been
designed with the movement from one state to another in mind. Each wave can set up the Trust Circle for
shared state experiences and the option to practice that next level of thinking. This approach allows for the
expansion of movement in between states that you might not even think of applying. For more detailed
approaches and ideas to using the states in your Trust Circle see the guides in your Trust Circle platform and
nudges for practicing your conversational fluency.
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The six conscious states of leadership

Our assessment experience is that each of the six states is universal. States are fluid; you can experience more
than one state and move around in between states regularly. Leadership states do not correlate to intelligence
or personality. They are life states – the development progress we make towards aliveness and wisdom. As we
found, no one state is better, or happier, than another. We can all continue to develop and even fall back within a
state and between states across each of the attributes. How we make sense of meaning is by embracing the
state we are in and experiencing ever more conscious experiences that support our growth. Each state is
experienced one step at a time and cannot be rushed. They are experienced and lived in logical sequence.
Understanding your own individual state helps you start to look beneath the surface of your inner self, gain
more experiences to deepen your outer impact and navigate the uncertainties ahead. The assessment lists 90
paired statements that represent the behaviours from ego to post conventional maturity to aliveness and
wisdom. Each state has its natural high superpower contribution to impact but when over done, can also
express a shadow side – those things that will bring you away from the values of awareness, responsibility and
empathy.
Conscious states of leadership divide naturally into six states:
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Achieving Expert
Gets things done and with a strong rational identity for self as either/or. Mostly unconscious of global leadership
needs and a single leader contribution to impact.

Curious Achiever
Likes to achieve as an individual but can also hold perspectives and views of the world in dualities of both/and.
Creates impact as an individual leader and emerging collective themes.

Empathetic Seeker
Aware of a conscious state of mind and committed to ideas of finding new ways to lead with individual identity
and collective ideas. Leads impact as a collective group.

Courageous Pioneer
Increasingly working for transformation and change. Sees the reality of self and others to create impact. Leads as
an individual drive for impact and collective system activity.

Transformational Innovator
Leadership as collective activity. Able to think of the whole meta solution to global problems. Listens to all voices
to get system change impact heard in the world.

Inspirational Integrator
Collective levels of leadership in a complex global world. Critical of traditional views that fail us and the planet.
Rare state of true altruism that enables integration of impact globally.
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4. How to read this report

This report is a broad understanding of your conscious state of leadership.
How you see yourself as a leader means examining your beliefs and values, that are always in conversation,
either with yourself or with others. Using this assessment involves learning from differences and engaging with
paradoxes. What sets apart more developed leadership states is the move from thinking in duality either/or,
both/and to making meaning. Integrating many parts of oneself and the identities you hold can be done by
looking at what you see in yourself, what others see in you and pointing out the conscious owning and
integrating of unknown parts of yourself. Re-balancing yourself can be done in practical steps. Each report will
contain:
What you may see in yourself
What others may see in your behavior
What might support you in developing making meaning and observing blind spots
What might develop you in other dimensions
Practical next steps

If you are to consciously own and integrate your state as part of your leadership identities, it follows that you will
never be just in one state. Begin by identifying your primary state – the one you are most often in. Next read the
secondary state and what triggers you to move between the states. The complementary states we operate in
become increasingly visible as a practice and conscious leadership thinking which combines thinking-seeingdoing and being.
The nature of your state at any one time depends upon the context in which you find yourself. In many cultures
an individual leader is recognized and shapes identity. In others, it is a collective leader that is recognized. In
each context there is a dominant state, a secondary state and an often not identified state.
This assessment is a tool for reflective practice and meaning-making.
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5. Your conscious states of leadership

Your Conscious Leadership State

Achieving Expert

18

Inspirational
Integrator

Curious Achiever

12
6
0

Transformational
Innovator

Empathetic Seeker

Courageous Pioneer

Conscious Leadership States

State

Your percentage

Achieving Expert

3%

Curious Achiever

14 %

Empathetic Seeker

21 %

Courageous Pioneer

20 %

Transformational Innovator

21 %

Inspirational Integrator

20 %
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Your primary state:
The Empathetic Seeker
What you may see in yourself
You see yourself as an independent, problem-solving leader with your own compass and frame, a leader who
cares deeply about the team and the outcome based on all you know about the world. You view yourself as
having good emotional intelligence and can be relied upon to sort out misunderstandings or conflict situations.
Although you are not clear specifically on the change you need to make, or the nature of the leap you are going
to take, you are increasingly comfortable identifying as someone who is no longer primarily preoccupied with
the status quo or more traditional business as usual goals. You may wonder if you will ever break from existing
approaches to work, career and leadership while at the same time feeling excited at the possibility that you
could really do so. You are able to spend time and energy researching new approaches, connecting to like
minded others, and figuring out how you can reposition yourself to focus on the transformational things that
really matter to you.
You are probably quite aware and critical of many traditional approaches to business and leadership that you
see. Increasingly you believe that these are problematic or limited. You are also becoming more aware of your
own, and society’s biases and prejudices that often lead to poor or unfair outcomes in all walks of life. You are
beginning to see more connection between the ‘inner work’ of self, social self and the outer environmental,
social and political problems that concern the world.

What others may see in your behavior
You can be relied upon by the team and by your bosses to manage stakeholders with ease, someone who can
skillfully navigate the use of power and influence, without it becoming self-serving. They often turn to you to
experiment with new forms of organizational structure, innovation groups or sort out conflict situations.
Others see you as a leader not afraid to dive deep into the purpose and mission of your group. Your enthusiasm
to embrace new possibilities may lead you to openly express disrespect or disregard for conventional business
practices, which could offend more traditional leaders or those at less-developed states. Unchecked, this could
lead to being seen as cynicism.
You might also be mistaken in your enthusiasm to drive for demonstrating compassion and empathy. Do all
parts of your team feel equally able to be heard? Are their relational blind spots in your behaviour you could
work on? Tread carefully with hubris and unconscious bias.

What might support you in developing making meaning and observing blind spots
You have a wish to take your leadership in ways that contribute to greater sustainability, equality and well-being
in the world. You might also benefit from time to time to question why this is – and check the ego-driven intent.
It is not clear to you yet exactly what the outcome of your exploration will be and spending time with deep
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thinkers, reading, exploring the arts with your Trust Circle and embodiment is a positive and nourishing next
step for you.
Watch for the signals of the limits to your understanding of the question you are posing and relational blind
spots. Left unchecked you could be seen as running after well-being and impact as a trend and not doing the
really tough inner work first. Conversations with those with different thinking – both inside and outside of your
current organization, expanding your horizons and consolidating a picture of why, how and when will help
hinder the ‘savior’ or over empathetic thinking traps. Plan to accept frank and often confronting feedback
situations in Trust Circles, from peers, retreats and in 1:1 coaching sessions on the work there is still to do on your
concept of you in relation to others.
Fear is an important challenge catalyst for the empathic seeker. Although thoughts of leaping into new
leadership or something entirely different are exciting and appealing, they also surface deeper held fears around
insecurity, judgement of lack of progress, failure to consider all options and ‘imposter syndrome’. This is a time to
develop courage and conviction that will allow you to move forward aligned with your deeper purposes and not
‘fall back’. There might be the temptation to believe this is enough work for now – are you deeply aware of the
different self that appears in your individual life as compared to the social self? How might more playful soul
work be added to your development process?

What might develop you in other dimensions
Be really honest and curious to yourself about the fears that are getting in the way of expressing your impact,
values, purposes and ideals more strongly in your leadership. Often these are connected with unconscious
impulses from the past around such things as: security, belonging / standing out, putting one’s head above the
parapet, moving away from parental expectations and conditioning, exposing one’s heart and love for the world
in the public realm. Developing deeper levels of inner-self reflection practices on value-driven leadership (solo
walks and in relationship with others) allow you to surface fears, challenge limiting beliefs and old patterns that
keep you operating in old ways that may no longer serve you and question the wider why of society.

Actions
You are no longer preoccupied with the status quo or more traditional business goals and may become
critical of them
You see connections between the ‘inner work’ of the self, and the outer environmental, social, and political
problems of the world that concern you
You spend time and energy researching new approaches and connecting to like-minded others
You admire and seek out innovators or pioneers in running impact projects or new approaches
You are more committed to the idea of exploring self-growth – you explore meditation, conversation,
therapy, coaching, retreats or other experiences
You are often seen on the front lines of demonstrations or taking to the streets in the aid of civil action
Your enthusiasm to embrace new possibilities may lead to you expressing disrespect or disregard for
conventional business practices
Focus
You believe traditional approaches of business and leadership to be problematic or limited
You become more aware of your own and society's biases and prejudices, considering global issues, making
change and campaigning
You build your leadership approach to create greater alignment and to work towards having a greater
contribution
You no longer regard self-growth as fluffy or soft, but as a key to leadership capability
You seek to make sense of your previous way of being and your new desire to explore soul work

Motivation
You are motivated to create positive change according to your values
You are motivated to start exploring soul work in a playful way
You may wish to lead in ways that contribute to greater sustainability, equality, and well-being in the world
You find it positive and nourishing to connect with others who share the same values
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You feel new approaches or experiences are exciting and appealing, but may surface fears around
insecurity, judgement and failure
You feel excited at the possibility of breaking from existing approaches to your work, career, and leadership
You begin to start listening to your bodies as a brain cell, feeling, dancing, breath work, and connecting
through nature. You seek to open up the senses

Practical next steps
You will need to connect with the forces greater than you, nature, the earth, the elements – to find the space
and confidence to push through the ‘getting stuck’ phase of the inner journey. Try working with soul guides,
mentors and coaches who inspire you and who understand the shifts you are trying to make to boost your
courage. Use your Trust Circle to be vulnerable to these fears.
Broaden and widen your outer circle of concern, paying close attention to what inspires you and what you
inspire in others. Each of these is a signpost towards where you can make a difference and a change with your
leadership. Actively recruit from a different pool of team members that you might not have considered before to
broaden the team dynamics. Allow more time and space for dialogue as a leadership tool in your daily agenda.
Get to be really good at the missing conversations in conversational fluency.
Find the time to discuss, develop and prototype team-based impact ideas (impact spaces to develop your own
intrapreneurship / entrepreneurship) in a safe space before going to scale.
Have fun playing with all those developmental tools you might not previously have thought would be practical
such as improv theater, dance, the arts, breathwork, sweat lodges and creativity in combination with the
development tools readily available, to move your circle from a locus of individual self to social self.

Questions to reflect upon

What of your superpowers as a leader might you like to grow?
How might you challenge yourself to have a frank conversation with your own blind spots?
How might more playful soul work be added to your development process?
How does this relate to your own ambitions and life purpose?
What is the missing conversation(s) that you might like to examine?
What will support your leadership if you do?
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Your secondary state:
The Transformational Innovator
What you may see in yourself
More and more you experience your leadership as coming from a state of being rather than what you do and
actively move away from referring to yourself as a leader but rather the act of leadership. You may well be
involved in a number of exciting, pioneering projects and initiatives and increasingly your interest and your
contribution comes from subtle shifts in your attention, presence and way of being.
As a leader you are involved in many different organizations and groups to integrate inner wisdom and
metasystems by questioning how to live in the now. You have become interested in creating situations that
allow people to become more conscious and present in what they do: to see their own role as creating a
dialogue of possibility for deeper awareness – brings you joy.
You are increasingly clear that your contribution and impact can take as many forms as there are people. That
inner and outer work are both valuable and valid for self and for others, and that it is the state of consciousness
or being of leadership that makes the difference – regardless of whether a project is outwardly large or small – all
voices deserve space and respect, even the ones you find unlovable.

What others may see in your behavior
Others may not always be aware of this (though sometimes they might), but it is clear to you that significant
change happens from the space in between self and the collective voice. This gives you some wisdom and
some humility both of which are valued by those you work with. As your perspective widens, you are also more
interested in metasystemic solutions – that link between different systems, organizations and networks,
mobilizing more and more people and supporting them to wake up and recreate their own versions of the
world. Those you work with admire and resonate with your calm and considered approach, the language you
use and the conscious choices you make.
Whether you are leading many projects or none, you see your role primarily as creating dialogue of possibility for
deeper awareness and presence to enter, and you trust that such impact spaces, creativity, contribution and
insight are necessary to allow consciousness to flourish. This makes you an inspiring if sometimes unusual
leader.

What might support you in developing making meaning and observing blind spots
You are very likely to be committed to one or more paths of why existence matters. You may be doing in-depth
training or even teaching others deep philosophical questions. You are fascinated by integrating inner wisdom
and metasystems, by the question of how to live in the now through the wisdom and insight of perennial
philosophies, spiritual systems or psychotherapeutic approaches.
Your view is expanding beyond the horizons of whatever project or projects you lead. While you lead those with
skill, energy and wisdom, you can also see that anything you personally do is ultimately a mere drop in the vast
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expanse of human activity. This puts you more closely in touch with the pain and suffering in the world which
can act both as a motivator or regression catalyst. To step up as best you can and offer with the collective
resources you have, can also lead to an inescapable sadness as old heroic state ideas about ‘saving the planet’ or
finding the perfect solution wear away.

Seeing that global problems and conflict are manifestations of collective levels of consciousness, you may at
times despair at what humans are doing to themselves and to the world. There is an acceptance even while

there is a deep wish to stop or change what is unfolding. There is a danger of feeling like nobody understands
you and you must go alone on your journey.
Honoring the conflict as an expression of life, whether inside your own community or globally, requires finding
shared perspectives with others.

What might develop you in other dimensions
With deepening practice comes an awareness and acceptance of the inevitability of pain in life and in the world.
However much inner or outer work you do, there is no way to solve all problems or remove all suffering. The
reality of this is part of your lived experience and something to be integrated and to accept pain and suffering as
growth. You may sometimes wish for a time when life was simpler, certainties were more certain – the old idea
that ignorance is bliss. Though you know that it is not true. Your challenge is to continue waking up, to avoid old
or transferred hubris or pride, and to continually make conscious integration of your experiences towards the
world in service of the whole.
Actions
You are acutely aware of wider global events or issues and see them as expressions of a global
consciousness rather than issues with solutions
You are fascinated by integrating inner wisdom and meta-systems by questioning how to live in the now
You contribute to a number of exciting, pioneering projects and initiatives through your attention,
presence and way of being
You question how to live in the now, through philosophies, spiritual systems, or psychotherapeutic
approaches
You lead projects with skill, energy, wisdom and a view that goes beyond the horizons of these projects, to
the trials of the wider world
You are committed to one or more paths of why existence matters. You take part in in-depth training or
teaching others deep philosophical questions
You are seen as an inspiring, if sometimes mysterious leader
You are seen as polymathic, with many dimensions, interests, and knowledge around different topics

Focus
You are focussed on metasystemic solutions that link different systems, organizations and networks to
support the recreation of the world
You feel that contribution takes as many forms as there are people, inner and outer work are both valuable
and valid and all voices deserve respect
You feel leadership comes from a state of being, rather than what you do
You feel significant change happens from the inner stances and awareness of the collective voice
You are focussed on the power of human qualities and the subtle, inner roots of global problems as a
manifestation of human consciousness
You are interested in creating situations that allow people to become more conscious and present in what
they do: see your own role as creating a dialogue of possibility for deeper awareness
You see everything we do is a mere drop in the vast expanse of human activity
You want to explore your own limitations in more depth
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Motivation
You are motivated to step up and offer your collective resources to impact on the pain and suffering in the
world. To leave a legacy (but not of yourself)
You are less impressed by lists of achievements, and more interested in situations where humans express
wisdom, love, kindness and creativity in conscious ways
Your view goes beyond the horizons of the projects you lead
You are motivated to understand why humanity and existence matters, and how it balances with nature.
You seek to explore the mysteries of life
You embrace the different consciousness states and seek to bring it out in others through the use of
language
You may despair at what humans are doing to themselves and the world as you are more closely in touch
with the pain and suffering
You may experience inescapable sadness as ideals about 'saving the planet' wear away over time
You may feel as though no one understands you

Practical next steps
Continue to expose yourself to new thinking and stay open to how little you still know really. Building
relationships across different belief structures, systems and locations will allow the joy and beauty of the present
moment to present itself, in the same way as honoring the pain and suffering of others. In your Trust Circle do
not feel you cannot delve deep into the global shadows that affect us all – what is the beauty to be found in
unloveable parts of us all, how do we love the unlovable, how do we act in integrity?
Forming groups and networks where other people are also committed to developing their own consciousness
and the consciousness of others and the whole, will allow you to deepen the connections with others in new
ways. Co-leading impact spaces and networks at a global level will give you deep joy. Play, dance, experiment in
relationship with others and multiple systems, start new impact groups and projects with The Argonauts
Community to explore all the ideas you have still to unfold.
Remember to balance the time in nature to replenish your soul and spirit and to integrate all the multiple
aspects of thought, sensing, spirit and soul. Time for play is really important now.

Questions to reflect upon

How might these insights support your impact as a leader?
What stood out for you that you might bring to the wider community?
How might the world look as a result of your work?
Your strongest contribution to The Argonauts Community might be ...
What is something specific that you are doing that could effectively support other leaders? How might you share
that wisdom?
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6. The other conscious states of leadership
The Achieving Expert
What you may see in yourself
You value independent and entrepreneurial mindsets, most likely backed logical and rational approaches to
business and you have enough self-confidence in technological initiatives and scientific fact based experiments
to create some great solutions.
For you, goals and challenges are important and energizing, allowing you to know where things are headed, and
to use your knowledge and experience to plot the best path forward for the team. You are known to take on
tasks and challenges that others may shy away from and can take on heavy workloads.
You tend to take both success and failure quite personally. There is a high probability that the way you see
yourself is in relation to achievement based goals and how close you get to those goals. You do not mind hard
work when it comes to delivering on your aims. You are also not afraid to speak up and give tough feedback,
although receiving tough feedback may lead to latent feelings of ‘imposter syndrome’.
For you, work is rewarding in its challenges and it might be difficult to ‘switch off’, leaving less time for other
pursuits. You firmly believe in carving your own future.

What others may see in your behavior
You have experienced the strategies, capacities and toolsets useful to being effective and successful in your
chosen field of leadership. Decisive and quick to action, you work with others to get things done and can be
relied upon to use data and facts to make decisions and analyze the situation. You can move through obstacles
and perceived blocks to get to an outcome. Your colleagues may often assign the tough roles to you.
You are most likely to be appreciated as a leader who gets things done and knows how to work with others to
achieve results. You set high standards in terms of delivery and performance (your own and others). You may be
observed as tough or even critical when things don’t go as successfully as foreseen. This may lead you to
question others and lose confidence also in the team. This is so even when external circumstances contributed
to the unsuccessful outcome.
You can be quick to judge the outcomes of situations based on measures, both positive and negative.
Colleagues know you are excellent at delivering results, even in tough situations. They might also question your
work-life balance, although may not feel comfortable giving feedback directly to you.

What might support you in developing making meaning and observing blind spots
Personally, you tend to be seen and be more interested in self and team development that will help you
progress toward your personal and career goals. That makes you somewhat suspicious or put off by approaches
that are too ‘touchy feely’ or ‘soft’. You are often thought of as an individual player, and even within a team may
be prone to taking the lead. What might support you in developing more meaning is to focus on the inner view
of self when not driven by outer impulses.
Whilst you may question whether some approaches to self-development are relevant or even appropriate to
the workplace and to professional settings, these are some of the experiences that will support your
development the most.
A coach and participating in the Trust Circle Journey will allow an emerging different view of yourself and others.
Starting to give yourself permission to do nothing and reflect on these views is a great starting point.

What might develop you in other dimensions
Your drive to succeed and achieve, has the danger to lead to over-extension and exhaustion. You may find it
hard to acknowledge limits of time and energy (your own and other people’s). You may also undervalue
activities that create well-being (your own and other people’s) but are not obviously productive.
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While you are effective at reaching organisational goals you may wonder what your lasting contribution or
longer term legacy will be. The sense of having really contributed as fully as you can is important for your self

image and confidence. It might be worth spending more time reflecting on the type of future you want to
create outside of the immediate family network. Spend some time consciously slowing down and thinking
about your own purpose.
Because you are focused on the task at hand you may find it hard (or even impossible!) to slow down and enjoy
the present moment, reflect upon life as a whole, or give yourself a break.
Your focus on action and forward movement may in part be driven by a secret fear of failure or of not being in
control. Notice when action and activity are driven by emotions that need some attention and are out of
proportion to the presenting situation. When we listen with our head, heart and gut and slow down, alternative
ideas have the potential to show themselves.

Actions
You are decisive and quick to action
You work with others to achieve results and you get things done
You use knowledge and experience to decide how to proceed
You gather data and facts to make rational and practical decisions
You view self-development that is not centered around goals as 'soft' or 'fluffy'
You may be judgemental or critical of yourself and others when goals are not achieved
You may take on complex goals, or challenges that other people shy away from, as you like to be
challenged
You may find it difficult to slow down and enjoy the present moment, as you are often thinking about the
next goal or achievement

Focus
You are driven by productivity, reaching outcomes, and being as effective as possible
You have high standards for yourself and others, and you tend towards perfectionism
You prioritize a logical, rational approach based on facts
You value independent and entrepreneurial mindsets driven by ambition

Motivation
You are motivated by wanting to prove yourself, your competence, and your expertise
You feel energized by having a goal or challenge to work towards
You rarely question your own approach to leadership. If you do so it is done in private. You may experience
imposter syndrome
You may find your self-image and self-confidence is directly related to your performance
You take success and failure personally and feel down or inadequate when your goals are not reached

Practical next steps
Jot down in a journal any gaps you notice between your personal/organizational goals and the issues and
problems in the wider world that need acting upon. Reflect on whether your work is helping the wider world
move in the positive direction you want (albeit even in a simple or very small way) and how small changes can
move towards random acts of kindness.
Become deeply aware and curious about what you learn from people you work with who you find harder to
work with. What is it about leveraging conflict situations and their approach that could be helpful to you and to
projects or groups that you are leading?

Questions to reflect upon
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What might be areas that resonate for you that you might like to work with?
What happens if you give yourself that permission to slow down?
How might you grow self-awareness away from being often reactive to fear?
What might you do if you were not afraid?
What is a practical next step to developing consciousness?
How might that support your leadership?
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The Curious Achiever

What you may see in yourself
You see yourself as established in your chosen profession or career and are proud of the achievements you can
show. While focusing on personal career goals and organizational targets has previously been fulfilling and
motivating, you might be beginning to get the feeling this might not be quite all there is. Work and career is still
important as a motivator but less than in previous phases of your life.
You might be sensing something new and more meaningful on the horizon, but are not clear what that is, or
what you are moving towards. You still feel quite comfortable operating within the bounds of hierarchy and
change management and whilst the fast pace of the world and technology is exciting for you, it might also be
giving you some private concerns. You can get a sense of how you might like to align your inner view of yourself
with the outer world, but there is a nervousness of going too deep or a perceived lack of time to even go there.
Your bookshelf is quite likely filled with a number of inspirational, motivational and charismatic self-awareness
titles, alongside deep historical texts.

What others may see in your behavior
You are known as a pragmatic and energetic leader. You are able to take on different views and ideas without
feeling threatened but at times still stick to a conventional leadership state. This can make it difficult for the
team to know how to approach you with innovative or alternative ways of thinking or doing business. You can
demand fierce loyalty from a group, which may also restrict other thinking patterns.
The team and your bosses know they can rely on you, you are able to manage both up and down the hierarchy
and form great networks. However, your decisive nature may not always allow for the time for all voices to be
heard, especially from those who do not have a close relationship to you. You encourage the team to find their
own solutions by setting stretch goals and targets and that might appeal to other curious achievers in the team
but actively de-motivate members at later states of development.

What might support you in developing making meaning and observing blind spots
You might be wondering if earlier strived for outcomes and career choices are still the ones to be aiming for as
your mind is beginning to turn to deeper questions about yourself, your impact and the world. You may find the
rational mind and ‘ego’ keep giving you answers, and the need to quieten the mind to let other parts of you be
heard is important. Mindful practices and meditation are useful support tools.
Your sense of something new and more meaningful is on the horizon, supported by reading new alternative
literature sources, helps you become curious about attending seminars, courses, coaching, therapy and go in
search of new communities, especially those from other cultural experiences. Some call this phase, ‘home
sickness of the soul’ expanding one’s emotional state in a way initially to create a gap between where you are
and where you might aspire to be, or to gain glimpses of what is known and unknown in your consciousness.
Let this space have the right amount of time.

What might develop you in other dimensions
The key is to experience these unpleasant feelings lightly, while not taking them too personally. Noticing and
naming the feelings allows you to integrate the emotions as they come up and not to try to hide them. Reframe
such experiences as a positive ‘wake up’ call. Perhaps these feelings are a message of wisdom from some
deeper part of yourself that is now ready to come more into focus and alive, perhaps there is an unintegrated
childhood wound still under the surface? Honing in on your own inner voice and sense of what brings energy,
passion and any areas of specific awareness in turtle steps will light the way. By trusting the journey may not be
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presently clear, there is certainly a way to align your professional skills and position with these deeper intentions
will give your assurances that you are on a great and rewarding journey
Seek out and make connections with different groups, peer mentors, guides or networks of people who have
travelled this road before to find the tools of hearing without judgement and thinking about the way you think.
It is a good idea to take a step back and reflect, where possible, why am I thinking this way? What if this is easy
and not a burden?

Actions
You begin to experience self-doubt, questioning, rethinking, and deep curiosity about your approach, but
are unlikely to do the 'deep' work required for growth
You begin to try to align your sense of self and how you could contribute to benefit the wider world
You may take steps towards entertaining new approaches or embarking on a new direction
You begin exploring alternatives to traditional/conventional leadership, careers and value systems
You seek to expand your emotional state, to acknowledge a gap between where you are and where you
aspire to be
You may not want to explore deeply and are happy to operate within your perceived limitations
You may read a lot of self-help books, new literature sources, attend seminars, courses, coaching, or therapy
to explore your feelings of discomfort

Focus
You begin to question and reconsider previous approach and goals
You begin to look beyond yourself, to the state of the world, justice and fairness
You start to concern yourself with the state of the wider world – environmental, social and political issues, as
you search for purpose, new values and meaning
You seek to find proof of things, values information that is validated or has supporting evidence

Motivation
You are motivated to understand your feeling of discomfort, through the exploration of self-help
You are still driven to do, achieve, and prove yourself, however it no longer gives you fulfilment
You feel your achievements no longer satisfy your deeper needs or fulfil a sense of purpose
You may feel isolated or alienated in the work environment, or that you have not found your tribe yet. You
may translate this as a midlife crisis
You may experience feelings of frustration, confusion, self-doubt or concern
You find it difficult to explore new goals or possibilities in an environment that is not changing

Practical next steps
By narrowing what we experience, noticing and naming our emotions we are comfortable with not having any
answers. Embrace this as a period of inner and perhaps outer exploration, questions and uncertainty as an
important step – there are no rules. At this time, feelings of regret or worry might arise, the ‘ego’ will attempt to
control the future while increasing your deep sense in yourself that some kind of change is needed, be
especially kind to yourself and those around you. Carry on journaling and exploring all and every aspect of your
inner journey. It is time for self awareness to awaken.

Questions to reflect upon
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What did you get curious about when reading your report?
What is here in the report that you want to explore?
What happens when you do nothing?
When do you identify with above or below the line of conscious leadership?
What is the challenge in changing the way you think about the work you do with others to include more
empathy?
How might you challenge yourself to think and practice hearing from others more effectively in your leadership?
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The Courageous Pioneer

What you may see in yourself
You firmly see yourself as someone who creates new approaches, initiatives and enterprises that introduce new
paradigm approaches to leadership and organizations. You are bold in your ideas of what is possible for society
and have a great network who are able to be part of the team bringing about real change. You feel equally at
home working from within the more traditional and conventional approaches in society to bring about change;
also seeking to grow and move beyond the immediate concerns of day-to-day constraints of conventional
thinking.
You identify yourself, and are increasingly perceived as, someone who is acting for positive change by listening
to all voices and honoring all ideas. You have a strong sense of authentic self, driven by love, above the line and a
collective view of what can be achieved.

What others may see in your behavior
Others admire your approach to being someone who speaks up and acts for issues that affect the wider
community. They love your conviction and passion behind the particular issue, cause or vision you are now
working towards in close interaction with others. You are seen as a leader who loves to learn about yourself and
the team, a real team player.
Some may equally feel threatened by your drive for change, and want to remind you that the past is equally in
need of being honored. While new approaches have a place, equally so important is ancient wisdom and the
integration of all perspectives.
You are seen as a leader able to demonstrate compassionate leadership and not be overwhelmed by emotions
in difficult situations. Check in with feedback that this is not mistaken for detachment or a more cynical
approach.

What might support you in developing making meaning and observing blind spots
Whilst you may feel impatient with what you see as other people’s resistance to growth, you can move away
from self-driven concepts and drive new paradigms. Knowing impact is a collective and creative process, you are
very much at home in the world of creating meaning for the world but that can feel complex and without
structure at times.
See that the systems you hope to change are also inside you and others – widening the response to others may
take a lot longer than you imagine – even a lifetime, so be prepared for small changes. This is a time for diving
into your shadow side to understand how one unconsciously expresses the same power dynamics, biases and
injustices of the outer system – and then play in between your shadow and that of the system in which you
belong. Watch out for divisions in the views of good and bad and balance the challenge and support activities in
which you operate so as not to feel a lack of integration. The key here is to continuously integrate the old and
new, the conventional and pioneering, that shadow and the light and not to be one sided in the collective
enthusiasm to create new and better.

What might develop you in other dimensions
You may already be exploring unusual ways of living or taking part in unusual activities on your journey to
identify what makes you feel more alive. How about a check in on your cultural and spiritual belief system and
what that means for the way you view aliveness.
Transformational views of world boundaries require some degree of personal discomfort in self awareness to be
able to comprehend the views and needs of others. How do you integrate greater degrees of consciousness
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moving from well-being to spiritual realization? This might sound and be scary, so take your Trust Circle with you
on this journey.
You have already been actively involved in daily meditation practices and whilst daily reflection and practices of
mindfulness are relaxing and de-stressing for you, bear in mind they might be hindering your development by
not stretching your view of your own comfort zone and guard against just how strong collusion is as a force.
Actions
You create new approaches, initiatives and enterprises that introduce new paradigm approaches to
leadership and organizations
You engage in a committed way with your inner self and consciousness towards others
You create new roles, projects or initiatives that are aimed toward positive social, environmental or
community impact
You are courageous in standing up and speaking out for what matters, even in hostile environments
You act for positive change by listening to all voices and honoring all ideas
You deal with more traditional and conventional approaches whilst also seeking to grow and move beyond
the immediate concerns of day-to-day
You speak and act for issues that affect everyone
You may explore unusual ways of living or taking part in unusual activities on your journey to identify what
makes you feel alive

Focus
You are driven to be the change you wish to see in the world: focussed on creating situations where things
can change for the better, and people can be who they really are
You are committed to bring something into the world that aligns with your true values and perspectives,
such as inclusivity, integration, change and supporting others on their own journey
You see value in collaborative approaches, dialogue with deep listening, and inviting a diversity of
perspectives
You focus on authenticity, evolution, transformation, higher principles, life's purpose and self-fulfilment
You are driven by new experiences and activities as they bring joy
You focus on value-driven leadership and may become a humble / servant leader
You believe it is about the spirit you bring to relationships

Motivation
You are motivated to find your passion and what makes you feel alive
You are motivated to bring something new into the world that aligns with your own perspectives and
values
You have a lot of conviction and passion behind issues, causes and visions you are working towards
You have a growing sense of authenticity of self, and are relieved to be doing something you find
motivating
You are impatient with others' resistance to grow
You have a sense of having been on quite a journey so far
You feel pulled in two different directions, between functioning and maintaining effectiveness, and
expressing something new in an old system
Practical next steps
As much as you need others, you also need privacy and time for trusted peers and self-reflection. With your
energy and passion for whatever you are creating or leading, always find a good space and time for deeper
integration work and play. There are still many discoveries to be made on mind-body-soul connections in
relation to the system that need to unfold in their own time and cannot be rushed.
It will be important to concretely experience close interactions with different others, especially in traditional
positions, to honour the wisdom and learning that can be taken from them to support your new and untried
approaches. Your job is to integrate new approaches, and voices not simply move away from previous ones. How
do you grow the whole system? How do you not leave anyone behind?
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Working on your own shadow side is not easy. Seeing the parts of you that still express aspects of the ‘outdated
system’ that you are trying to change is confronting. How might you find ways to integrate and honor the
beauty, value and wisdom of these approaches by exploring the wisdom of both Western and Eastern history
and mythology.

Questions to reflect upon

How might you integrate greater degrees of consciousness moving from well-being to wisdom for yourself and
your team?
How might you grow the whole system?
How do you not leave anyone behind?
What would be beneficial to your leadership to consider non-mainstream leadership states?
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The Inspirational Integrator

What you may see in yourself
The shift from Transformational Innovator to Inspirational Integrator is a very significant one, because this is a
shift in almost all concepts of life as we know it today. As an individual you are fully aware of the subtle self and
the world around you and what is transpersonal. Whilst you might see even subtle boundaries as constructs,
you might also be questioning the pioneering projects that have held your attention and reframe them as what
is needed in the world right now. You know the wisdom you have is fleeting and you can regress to other states,
in equal measure.
This is a stage of acceptance of ‘what is’. Seeing the constructed horizon of time, you are open to what is arising
and have an awareness by staying calm and present to what is happening in the moment. You are open to
stepping up and into whatever the world asks of you, honoring the limitations of your own and other thinking
and actions.
You become aware and sense the shadow sides of collective conscious and unconscious leadership,
appreciating the subtle influences that differences can unleash and create as a force for transformational
change.

What others may see in your behavior
As a leader, others see you as being able to imagine the future from a present place of calm and reflective
practice, and this can be invaluable in crisis situations or times of global uncertainty. Your deep sense of time and
space can be profound in liberating old structures or alternatively re-embracing old wisdom from the land or
cosmos. You lead as a meta leader, often enabling a deep agility in organizations by being open to the work that
needs to be done in the space in between exploration of the unknown.
Your being (or non-being) is a difficult phase for others to grasp. Radical openness may threaten those at less
experienced states, and your non-attachment to outcomes may make people suspicious of your motivation. It
may be that the whole new way you see human existence catalyzes others to dig deeper into conscious
leadership which can be disorienting for all. It might also be more difficult to find your co-creators as this state is
less able to be discerned. Stay patient while others find their own way.

What might support you in developing making meaning and observing blind spots
You feel less able to be involved in chatter – participating in conversations on existing values and morals may
leave you feeling somewhat empty as you recognize the limitations of your own and others' shared humanity.
Recognize this is important for others to make sense of where they are and that they may never understand
you.
You see your role as a caretaker for the future, and occupy your role in multiple systems which are affecting the
larger social change. Stay present to complexity, change and intensity at a profound level and do not let it
overtake your soul and heart. There is time for you also in the work to be done. You probably already speak a
number of languages, taking on ancient texts will be rewarding to remind you of the spirits still unheard.

What might develop you in other dimensions
Stepping into the phase of re-ordering gives a sense of awakening of being, which may well shift to mark the
beginning of a new journey and a challenge to unlearn all that is familiar. The combination of being fully present
to what is emerging and paying witness to what is being called for in the world is challenging but can also be
debilitating. The challenge is to maintain the deep understanding of what is, self and the whole, with the
anxiety that comes with being less able to connect deeply with others at less developed states. This can be a
disorienting time as this state is so rare in society that you may not be understood. Actively find others who can
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mentor you in this state, it is not all about you mentoring others. Whilst it might be tempting to spend a great
deal of time alone, the world needs your voice and wisdom. Now is not the time to retreat from the world.

Actions
You are open to stepping up and into whatever the world asks of you, honoring the limitations of your own
and others' thinking and actions
You are fully aware of the subtle self and the world around you, and what is transpersonal. Total removal of
self as a construct
You are open to what is arising and have an awareness by staying calm and present to what is happening
in the moment
You are aware of, and sense, the shadow sides of unconscious leadership; appreciating the subtle
influences that differences can unleash to create a force for change
You are able to imagine the future from a present place of calm reflective practice, which is valuable in crisis
situations or times of global uncertainty
You have a deep sense of time and space, profound in liberating old structures or re-embracing old wisdom
from the land or cosmos
Your radical openness may threaten those less experienced states, and your non-attachment to outcomes
may make people suspicious of your motivation
You stay present to complexity, change and intensity, at a profound and complex level
You are indirectly inspiring others through actions, your way of life and lack of need to be seen a certain
way
Focus
You function as a meta leader, enabling deep agility in organizations by being open to the work that needs
to be done in exploration of the unknown
You see your role as caretaker for the future and occupy your role in multiple systems which affect larger
social change
You are leading at the edge of what is known about leadership and organizations
You question the pioneering projects that have held your attention and reframe to what is needed in the
world right now
You are driven by liberating structures, regimes, tribes, and planets
You see even subtle boundaries as constructs
Motivation
Participation in conversations on existing values and morals leaves you feeling somewhat empty, as you
recognize the limitations of yourself and shared humanity
You view human existence in a whole new way
You experience a sense of awakening of being when stepping into the phase of re-ordering
You seek to combine being fully present to what is emerging and paying witness to what is being called for
in the world, which can be challenging and debilitating
You operate in a way that is rare in society which means you are often misunderstood
You operate with presence rather than motivation. Neutral form, ready for whatever may come. Oriented to
non-attachment
Practical next steps
Give up the states of previous ‘being’ birth/re-birth that do not serve your well-being. It is important that your
physical and mental health balance each other in the quest to serve.
Knowing this is a journey but it is not, might feel like living in two alternative systems. Simply being around
others who understand later states and can provide reflections and philosophical discourse will nourish you.
Travel extensively where you can seek out the voices that often do not have a written language and can use
conversation as stories. Documenting the stories of others can be a practical way to support other states.
Co-create practices and structures that are highly novel, on the edge of what we know to be possible and real,
so that you can inspire future generations. Compassion for yourself in all the change is vital and taking care of
your physical self is not to be underestimated.
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Questions to reflect upon

How does it feel to just be?
What is the action you might consider to catalyze others towards Aliveness?

What voices would you like to amplify in The Argonauts Community?
What spaces might you create in the community to amplify impact?
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7. Further reading and deeper insights

Missing Conversation - Why trust Erodes and Meaning Disappears
Missing Conversation - Disrupting the Status Quo
Missing Conversation - The foundation for a new conversation among leaders
Missing Conversation - Trust Circles leading to a new destination
Cook-Greuter, S.R. (2000). Mature Ego Development: A gateway to ego transcendence? Journal of Adult Development ,
7(4), 227-240.
Golman, D. (2006). The socially intelligent leader. Educational Leadership, 64(1).
Kegan, R., & Lahey, L. (2001). How the way we talk can change the way we work: Seven languages for transformation. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
Kross, E. (2021). Chatter. The voices in our head, why it matters and how to harness it. New York. Random House.
Petrie, N. (2014). Vertical leadership development: Developing leaders for a complex world. CCL White Paper Series, Center
for Creative Leadership, Greensboro, NC.
Reams, J. (2020). Maturing Leadership. How adult development impacts leadership. Bingley. Emerald Publishing Limited.
Torbert, W.R. (2004). Action inquiry. The secret of timely and transforming leadership. San Francisco, CA: Berrett-Koehler.
Wilber, K. (2000). Integral psychology. Boston, MA: Shambala.
Walker, C. (2014). From contempt to curiosity. Creating the conditions for groups to collaborate. using clean language and
systemic modelling. Fareham. Clean Publishing.
Quarch, C. (2021). The Great Yes. How to unleash the meaning of life.
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8. Disclaimer

The Conscious State of Leadership Profile assessment and the findings and suggestions in this report are
intended only for educational purposes. They do not constitute any type of diagnosis or healthcare
recommendation. The information contained in this report is for general guidance only. Nothing in this report
should be viewed as psychological or clinical advice.
The underlying methodology of the assessment has been carefully developed by psychologists and with the
help of professional psychometric consultants. However, it has not been verified by an independent
psychological body yet.
This type of self-administered psychological screening test may help to enhance your self-awareness of your
own behavior, your own experiences and your own perceptions. However, it cannot give detailed advice what
should be done about those behaviors, experiences and perceptions. Anything contained in this report is only a
suggestion and what you choose to do or not to do should not be determined by this report, but only by
yourself.
While we have made every attempt to ensure the accuracy of the results we are not responsible for any errors or
omission nor for the results obtained from the use of the information provided in this report.
All information obtained in the assessment will be treated in line with the privacy policy of The Argonauts
Community AG and will be deleted upon your request.
All materials contained in the assessment and the report are owned by The Argonauts Community AG and are
protected by copyright laws. The use of these materials is only permitted for personal use. Any commercial use
in any way is strictly prohibited.
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